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SUMMARY 

This paper deals with elasto-plastic large deformation analysis of space-frames. It is based on a 
complementary energy approach. A methodology is presented wherein: (i) each member of the frame, 
modelled as an initially straight space-beam, is sought to be represented by a single finite element, (ii) each 
member can undergo arbitrarily large rigid rotations, but only moderately large relative rotations; (iii) a 
plastic-hinge method, with arbitrary locations of the hinges along the beam, is used to account for plasticity, 
(iv) the non-linear bending-stretching coupling is accounted for in each member, (v) the applied loading may 
be non-conservative and (vi) an explicit expression for the tangent stiffness matrix of each element is given 
under conditions (i) to (v). Several examples, with both quasi-static and dynamic loading, are given to 
illustrate the accuracy and efficiency of the approaches presented. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Efficient and simplified procedures for geometrically non-linear as well as elasto-plastic analysis of 
space-frames are of continued interest to  the off-shore technology and space exploration industries. 

The subject of finite deformations (finite rotations and stretches) of beams is receiving a renewed 
scrutiny (see for instance Besseling' and Geradin and Cardona2). Also, there have been attempts to 
derive an explicit expression for the tangent stiffness matrix of a beam-element, accounting for 
large rigid rotations, moderate relative rotations, and the bending-stretching coupling. Further, 
for ranges of deformation of each member of a space-frame of practical interest, each member was 
sought to be represented by a single finite element. Towards these ends, Kondoh and Atluri3 first 
presented a displacement-based approach for plane-frames, wherein the exact solution for the 
displacement of each member, modelled as a beam column, was employed. Later, Kondoh et aI4. 
extended the displacement approach to the three-dimensional case, using the concept of semi- 
tangential rotations. However, these displacement approaches did not consider the effect of plastic 
deformations, nor of non-conservative loading. Later work by Kondoh and Atluri6 showed that a 
complementary energy approach, based on assumed stresses, is a much simpler alternative to treat 
elasto-plastic large deformations of plune-jrarnes. It was shown in Kondoh and Atluri that the 
plastic-hinge concept, and the complementary energy approach, permitted the derivation of an 
explicit expression (without numerical integration) for the tangent stiffness of each finite element, 
which was sufficient to model each member of a frame undergoing large elasto-plastic 
deformations. 

In this paper, a complementary energy and plastic-hinge approach is presented for the large 
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deformation elasto-plastic analysis of three-dimensional spacegrames, under general non- 
conservative loading. The present formulation is based on assumed stress resultants and stress 
couples, which satisfy the linearized momentum balance conditions of the space-beam, a priori. The 
beam is assumed to undergo arbitrarily large deformations, which are decomposed into (i) an 
arbitrarily large three-dimensional rigid rotation of the beam as a whole and (ii) moderately large, 
non-rigid, point wise rotations. The non-linear bending-stretching coupling is accounted for 
exactly in each element. A plastic-hinge method, wherein the hinges may form at arbitrary 
locations along the beam, is used to account for plasticity. It is shown to be possible to derive an 
explicit expression for the tangent stiffness matrix of each beam (which is unsymmetric under non- 
conservative loading). 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the kinematics of large deformations as 
presently assumed for each element; Section 3 deals with momentum balance relations; Section 4 
deals with a weak formulation of the problem; Section 5 deals with plasticity effects; Section 6 deals 
with equation-solving algorithms; Section 7 deals with numerical examples; Section 8 deals with 
concluding remarks; and the Appendix gives the explicit expressions for the tangent stiffness 
matrix. 

Notation. Second-order tensors are indicated by bold italic characters, and vectors by bold roman 
characters. If A(Aijeiej) and B(Bijeiej) are two second-order tensors, then A . B= AikBk,eiej and 
A :  B= Ai jBi j .  

2. KINEMATICS OF LARGE DEFORMATION OF A SPACE-FRAME MEMBER 

Consider a typical frame member, modelled here as a beam-element that spans between nodes 1 
and 2, in three-dimensional space, as shown in Figure 1. The element has a uniform cross section 
and is of length I before deformation. The co-ordinates Xi (i = 1,2,3) are the global co-ordinates 
with the unit basis vectors e,. Xi and ei are the local co-ordinates for the undeformed element, Let 
“Xi denote the global co-ordinates of node a of the member. The basis vector ei are chosen such that 

e; =(DX,e, +DX,e,+DX,e,)/l (1) 

e; = (e3 x e;)/le3 x e; I 
e;=e; xe; 

where 

DXi=’Xi-’Xi i =  1,2,3 (4) 

I={(DX,)~+(DX,)~+(DX~)~)~’~ ( 5 )  

Let ft, and C, k t h e  local co-ordinates for the deformed element where Q, are determined in the same 
way as ei. Another co-ordinate system is e:, which is locally tangential and normal to the deformed 
centroidal axis of the element (See Figure 1). Let “ui ( i =  1,2,3) denote the displacements at the 
centroidal axis of the element along the direction e, at node a, “0, the rotations about axis of e, at 
node a and 0: the rotations about axis of Qi. Then e, and ei have the following relations: 

DX,/l [:I=[ -DX2/s DX 1 1s 
-DX,DX,/ls -DX,DX,/Is S / l  
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Figure 1. Nomenclature for kinematics of deformation of a space framed member 

where 

s = { ( D x , ) ~ + ( D x , ) ~ } ~ ’ ~  

By letting 

i i i = * u i - ’ ~ i  i =  1,2, 3 

Dgi=DXi+rli i =  1,2,3 

one derives the following relations between ei and ej .  

(7) 

(1 1) 

(12) 
Under the assumption of small relative rotations (0: 4 l), the change of the length of the element, 
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denoted here as H, is given by 

H={(D~l)2+(D~2)2+(D1Q3)2}1'2-l 

From equations (8) to (12), CA can be written as 

CA= 

aHjaiil a ~ j a i i ,  
-asjaa2 asjan, 
-aH as -aH as 
a ~ ,  ati, aii, a ~ ,  -- -- 

When the element is parallel to the X ,  axis, S =  [(DX,)' +(DX2)2]"2 = O  and equation (6) is not 
valid. In this case, the local co-ordinates can be determined by setting 

e; =e3 

e;=e2 

e; = -e l  

From the definitions given above, the displacements along the local co-ordinates X: at note ct are 

By letting 
vi=2u:-'u; i =  1,2,3 

the relative rotations about axis of Qi at node a are 

"07 =(CA,),j"Oj 

"0: =(cA,),,"o,+ tan-' 

"03 =(CA,)~,"O~- tan-' 

a = 1 , 2  
j =  1,2,3 

where (CA,)ij are the elements of matrix [CA,] defined by equation (6) 
The curvature strains in the deformed beam are given by 

Ic, = @?,, 

Ic, = -of,' 
K --0* 

2 -  2.1 

3. MOMENTUM BALANCE RELATIONS 

The nomenclature for nodal forces in a space-frame member is shown in Figure 2. The general and 
consistent forms of linear and angular momentum balance are6 
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Figure 2. Nomenclature for nodal forces on a space framed member 

a 2 M ,  a 

a2@, a 
ax: ax, 

(NO;)+ 4 3  =o ad:+- 
- + - (NOf)-d2 =O 

Where di ( i=  1,2,3) are the distributed loads along Bi directions per unit length of the undeformed 
element. 

The load acting on the element can be considered to be of both a ‘conservative’ and of a ‘non- 
conservative’ type. Let qci be the conservative type loading along ei direction per unit length of the 
undeformed beam. Let qni be the ‘non-conservative’ type loads which always remain, respectively, 
tangential and normal to the rigidly rotated axis of the element, i.e. along Ci. Therefore, we have 

di=(CA),qCj+qni i =  1,2,3, j =  1,2,3 (24) 
In general, we shall assume, for the purposes of a discrete solution of the problem of a frame, trial 

functions for N and MI which satisfy a priori equations (20) and (21); and trial functions for Q2 and 
M 3  which only satisfy the linear parts of equations (22) and (23), namely, 
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The admissible trial functions are thus 

N = n + N ,  

M , = m ,  

where 

and 

31 2 M,= I-- m,+-mm,-Mp,  - ( ")' 1 

Mpni= -I:[ {:qnidAl]dAl +$I:[ j:qnid$l]dil i=2,3 (35) 

The corresponding test functions (or variations in N and f i i )  are taken to satisfy the 
.homogenous form of equations (20) to (23), i.e. 

~ N = v  (36) 

6 M 1 = p 1  (37) 

4. A FORMULATION FOR OBTAINING A WEAK SOLUTION 

The stress-strain relations between the conjugate pairs of mechanical and kinematic variables are 
assumed to be of the form 

- = h  a WC 
aN 

= K ~  i = l , 2 ,  3 aw, 
a f i ,  (39) 

where Wc is the complementary energy density, and h is the strain in the C, direction. For a linear 
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elastic material, when the reference axis of the element is at mid-thickness, one has 

w = -  l ( N z  -+-+-+3 At M $  a') 
2 E A  E l ,  E l ,  E l ,  

where A is the cross section area of the element, E is the Young's modulus and Zi ( i =  1,2,3) are the 
moments of inertia of the cross section about Zi directions. Thus, it remains to enforce: 
(i) 'compatibility' of deformation within each beam; (ii) momentum balance conditions within each 
beam; and (iii) the joint equilibrium (or 'inter-element' traction reciprocity). 

The weak forms of these conditions may be written respectively as follows. 

( i )  Compatibility 

u : , ~  vd2 = VH = v { [DS: + DB + D83] - I }  

Since apz/aP, =(-'pZ + 'p,)/l=constant and j' @:d2, =0, we have 
n 

Similarly, we have 

Note that, unlike in traditional continuum mechanics, the above weak compatibility conditions 
are for the beam as a whole rather than at each point along the beam. 

(ii) Interior momentum balance 

Consider the variations along the beam (or test functions) of generalized displacements, such 
that Suy = vf , and SO,* =pf. We rewrite the momentum balance relations, equations (22) and (23), 
in two parts, as 

Now equations (45) and (46) are assumed to be satisfied identically, a priori. The weak form of the 
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remaining balance conditions may be written as 

Recall the trial functions for h, and A,, assumed in each element, satisfy only the linear parts of 
equations (22) and (23). Hence, we have 

ah, - 2m2-1m2 aMp3  
a,=-- 1 +K 

(iii) Joint equilibrium equation 

For each node which is the end point of the element, there are internal axial forces "N(a  = 1,2), 
transverse point forces "oi (i=2,3), bending moments "fi, ( j =  1,2,3); and external forces "Fi 
(along e, directions) and moments "A, ( i =  1,2, 3) (around ei axes), respectively. 

Let ( N M  ) denote the internal nodal force vector 

( N M ) = { ' N ;  '02; lo3; h,; 'h2; 'a3; ' N ;  '0'; 'Q3; h,; 'h,; 'h3}' 

F = {  IF1; IF,; IF3; lM1; 5i7'; 1M3; 'F,; 2F2; ' F 3 ;  2M1; 2 M 2 ;  'A3}T 

(53) 

(54) 

and P denote the external nodal force vector at nodes 1 and 2 

and define a transformation matrix C A  T :  

-CAT 
- 

0 
C A T =  

0 

CAT 
CAT 

CAI 

where C A  are defined by equation (10) 
The joint equilibrium conditions at nodes 1 and 2 of the element can then be written as 

c ( c A T ) ( N M ) = F  
elem 

(55)  

where the summation extends over the elements meeting at each of the nodes. In developing the 
individual element stiffness matrix, load vector, etc., the externally applied nodal loads will 
henceforth be omitted. They will be treated as global nodal loads once the system stiffness and 
loads are assembled in the usual fashion. Let {d} represent the vector of nodal displacement of an 
element in the global co-ordinates, i.e. 

(57) d =  ('1.4,; 'u'; 'u3; 'el; '0'; 'e3; 2 ~ , ;  'u , ;  2 ~ 3 ;  '0,; 202;203}T 
and v represent the variation of d (or test function) i.e. 

v=6d 
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Then we have the weak form of equation (56) (omitting F) as 

c ( v ) ~ ( C A  T)(NM )=0 
clem 

(59) 

(iv) The combined weak form of compatibility, and element as well as joint equilibrium conditions 

Adding equations (41H44), (49), (50) and (59) together, we obtain the combined weak form as 

+ [vH+('@: - '@y)p1 + '0: 1 p 2 - 2 @ t 2 p 2 +  '0; ' p 3 - 2 ~  - T  P3I 

+SdT(CA7')(NM)+ N@fflfd%l + N@tfl:dT,}=O (60) j: J-: 
We let D denote the relative displacement vector in the local co-ordinates ei for the deformed 

element, i.e. 

D=[H;(2@:- I@?); ' @ t ; - 2 @ ; ;  I@*- 39 -2@;}T (61) 
and let u denotes the internal force vector which only satisfies the homogeneous forms of the 
equilibrium equations (20) to (23), i.e. 

u= { n ;  m , ;  'm,; 'm,; 'm, ;  2m3}T (62) 

ba={v;p1; 1p2;2p2; 1p3;2p3)T (63) 

The corresponding test functions are taken to be 

From equations (25H28), we see that the 'homogeneous' parts of the trial functions are 

0 

0 0 0 
0 0 

0 0 l a l p  % , / I  0 
M 3  0 0  0 

= F a  

Correspondingly, we have 

We define the vector W as 

awcawc aw, aw, T 

w={- a N  aA,aA,m 1 
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Substituting equations (61) to (66) into equation (60), and neglecting terms (NO:fl;) and 
(NO: flj), equation (60) can be written in the matrix form. 

Equation (67) will play a key role in the present finite element development. While omitting the 
terms (NOsp2)  and (NO:f13) may lead to errors in the tangent stiffness matrix, it is entirely 
consistent in the context of the present iterative approach to solve large deformation problems, as 
discussed in Reference 6. The details of the algebraic formulation of the stiffness matrix resulting 
from (67) are given in the Appendix. However, it should be noted that the only integrals to be 
evaluated over the length of the beam, i.e. the first term on the left-hand side of (67) can be 
evaluated trivially in closed form. This fact, and the nature of the plastic-hinge method discussed 
below, enable us to derive an explicit expression for the tangent stiffness of the beam undergoing 
large deformations and plasticity. 

(v) Plasticity efSects in the large deformation behauiour offrames 

tangent stiffness, in the presence of plastic deformation. 

has the form 

In the present approach, a plastic-hinge method is employed to derive an explicit expression for 

For simplicity, we assume that the material is elastic-perfect plastic and that the yield condition 

f(N, A,, A,, A,)=o at 21 =I ,  (68) 

where il  =lp is the location of the plastic hinge. The incremental plastic flow condition at the 
plastic hinge may be written as 

afdN+-Afi ,  a f  +m 8.f A f i 2  +-AM, af =O at A1 =lp 
aN afi1 a& 

and the incremental plastic deformations at the hinge are given by 

(AH ) =Ad- ' 'P d N  I Ip 

where (AH,) is the increment of plastic elongation H , ,  and A@& is the increment of plastic rotation 

If we let 

then the compatibility conditions in the presence of plastic deformation, are given by 
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Therefore, the combined weak form for plastic analysis is obtained by adding the following to 
equation (67), i.e. 

6. SOLUTION ALGORITHMS 

The Newton-Raphson or the modified Newton-Raphson procedures are employed to solve the 
incremental tangent stiffness equations. A variant of the arc-length method (as discussed in detail in 
Kondoh and Alturi, and the references cited therein) is used to control the load-increment for static 
analysis. The Newmark time integration algorithm, with a = 1/4 and 6 = 1/2, is used for transient 
non-linear dynamic response, to obtain 

and a,  = At/2; a, = 4/(At),; p and y are coefficients of proportional damping [i.e. C= yM+ p a ;  
t + A t ~ ( ~ - l )  IS ' the internal nodal-force vector at time ( t+At )  and iteration (K- 1). 

7. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

Several numerical examples are presented in this section to demonstrate the efficiency of the 
method presented in this paper. 

Example 1 

This is a three-member rigid-knee frame as shown in Figure 3. In the analysis model, each of the 
shorter members is modelled as an element. In order to compute the critical loading, the longer 
member is divided into two elements and a transverse perturbation loading 6 p  = 0401p is applied 
at the mid point of the member. The forcedisplacement curve is plotted in Figure 4. Berke et aL7 
studied the same problem. The computed critical load here is a little higher than that obtained by 
Berke et al., because the present method is based on assumed stresses, while that in Berke et al. is 
based on a potential energy approach. 
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(all members) 
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Figure 3. Three-member right-angled knee-frame 
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Figure 4. Load-deflection curve for knee-frame 
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Example 2 

The second example is a framed dome, the data for which are shown in Figure 5. Here, each 
member is modelled by a single element. We consider two systems of loadings. The first system of 
loading consists of concentrated vertical loads of equal magnitude p at the crown point and at ths 
end points of the horizontal members. The force-displacement curve at the crown point is shown in 
Figure 6. The second type of loading is that of a single concentrated load at the crown point. The 
force-displacement relation is shown in Figure 7. The results for case 1, in Figure 6 agree well with 
the independent results of Chu and Rampetsreiter.* The second case was also studied by Remseth;’ 
however, his results appear to different significantly from the present ones shown in Figure 7. The 
second case was re-analysed using the displacement formulation of Kondoh et a1.: and the ensuing 
results, shown in Figure 7, agree quite well with the present complementary energy approach. 
Thus, it appears that Remseth’s results’ may be in error. 

Y 
0.76 A :Tfl F 

Cross Section 
(all member ) 

4 

E = 206QOMNlm 

G= 8830 MNlm 

(The unlt of length Is Meter) 

Figure 5. Framed dome (the unit of length is metre) 
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- 
A = Pl42.8 

P = 42.8 MN 

Figure 6. Loaddisplacement curve for lateral displacement of the crown point of a framed dome 

Example 3 

Now we consider some examples of dynamic response. First we consider a simple example: a 
fixed-fixed beam. When a static load is applied at the centre of the beam, the linear and non-linear 
loadcleflection curves are shown in Figure 8, using two elements to model the beam. For the 
dynamic problem, m= 5.63 x kg-sec2/cm4, and the load F(t )  acting at the centre of the beam is 
suddenly applied and remains constant in time. The dynamic responses, without damping and with 
damping (C/m = F/m/5000), are shown in Figure 9. These results agree excellently with those of 
Weeks'O and Nickell." 

Example 4 

This concerns the same frame shown in Figure 3 with the mass density of all the members being 
2400 kg/m3; and with a harmonically varying load, P(t) = 684  MN sin(41.88 t )  being applied at the 
crown. In the computational model, each member is modelled by a single element. The dynamic 
response is shown in Figure 10. The present dynamic response results differ significantly from those 
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1 .( 

0.t 

0.t 

0.d 

0.: 

pd P = A  x 123.8 MN 

I 
d/ I 

Y 
// -c- Present Analysis 

Condoh. Tanaka. Atluri (1 986) 

I I I 1 I 

0.5 1 .o 1.5 2.0 2.5 d (m) 

Figure 7. LoadAisplacement curve when a concentrated load alone acts at the crown point 

of Remseth.’ However, in a static analysis, the results from the present procedure were also found 
to differ significantly from those of Remseth,’ but agree excellently with results for the same 
problem by Argyris.12 Thus, the results of Remsethg appear to be in error. However, the number of 
degrees of freedom in the present method is much less (by a factor of 2) as compared to that in 
Remseth.’ 
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Figure 8. Static deflection of a fixed-fixed beam (One element on half span) 

without damping 
with damping m=5000 C F/m 

I 1 I 1 1 I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 k t (sec. x 103) 

Figure 9. Dynamic response of a fixed-fixed beam 
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Figure 10. Non-linear response due to a harmonic variation of concentrated load at crown point of a framed dome 

‘;7 f = 3.30 

f = FLfMo 0- Plastic Hinge 

Figure 1 1 .  Plastic hinge development in the right-angle bent 
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Example 5 

We now consider an elastic-plastic problem. This right-angle bent as shown in Figure 11 is 
subjected to both bending and twisting. For a perfectly plastic material, the yielding condition is 

(EJ + ( ;)z = 1 

where M ,  and To are fully plastic bending and twisting moments, respectively. Each of the 
members is modelled by a single element. The progressive development of plastic hinges as the load 
increases is shown in Figure 12. The results agree excellently with those in Hodge14 (1959). 

Example 6 

This concerns a four-legged jacket type of platform structure often used in the off-shore 
industries. The geometry and dimension of the structure, similar to the one treated in Soreide 

FL/Mo 

I 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0-8 s E I / M ~ L *  

Figure 12. Loaddeflection curve of the right-angle bent 
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H 

0 
0 
0 
m 

Figure 13. Member arrangement and dimensions for the jackets S1 and S2. Figures in parenthesis refer to S2 

et ~ 1 . ' ~  are shown in Figure 13. Two different structural systems, denoted here as S1 and S2, 
respectively, are considered, the dimensions of S2 being given in parenthesis in Figure 13. In the 
present study, each member is modelled by a single finite element. The load versus horizontal 
displacement at node E, for systems S1 and S2, is shown in Figure 14. The results are in good 
qualitative agreement with those of Soreide et 

8. CLOSURE 

For space-frames undergoing elasto-plastic large deformations under non-conservative loading, 
an assumed stress approach and a plastic-hinge method are employed to obtain explicit 
expressions for the tangent stiffness matrix. For large deformations of practical interest it is 
sufficient to use a single element to model each member of the space-frame. Several numerical 
studies suggest that the present development is very economical and accurate in analysing large- 
deformation inelastic response of frames. The modification of the present procedures to include 
joint Jlexibilify is straightforward, and will be discussed in a follow-on paper. 
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.4 

.3 

.2 

.l 

I 1 I 1 d(mm) 
10 20 30 40 50 60 

Figure 14. Load versus horizontal displacement in x direction of node E 
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APPENDIX 

Explicit expressions for tangent stiflness matrix, load vectors and compatibility correction 
vectors for a space-frame member, undergoing large elasto-plastic deformation 

The combined weak form of the incremental compatibility conditions and joint equilibrium 
condition can be derived from equation (67) by retaining only terms of thefirst order in the 
increments of the parameters in the test functions, and terms of order one, as well as offirst order in 
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the increments of the parameters, in the trialfunctions; i.e. 

{GAd ' ( C A  T)(NM)+ GAd'A(CA T)(NM) + GAd'(CA T)A(NM) 
elem 

( A l )  

Let us first consider only the first three rows in A C A T . N M .  

where 

aZH azs , A (as aZu auazs), A 

Qz- aa,ac,aa, aii,aa: A ,  =2 W -  aii, anlac, +-- Q3 

a2 H s a L  A 

A,,=---~N---~Q aii: ~ ~ a u " ,  3 

By replacing {lN '0, lo3} by [A,  'A2 ' f i 3 } ,  {,N '0, ,Q3} and {A, 
iii = zui - Iui, we have 

'A3}  and recalling 

A ( C A T ) ( N M  )=A,,Ad (A3) 
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Since the internal nodal force vector NM can be decomposed into two parts 

N M =  

Then 

where 

Similarly 

where 

Letting 

- .  - + 

C A T A N M  = C A T ( T A a + A N P )  =A,,;Aa+ ARd 

Re= F'WdXl -D l 
by equation (61), we can get 

AD = HO Ad 
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and 

where F is defined by equation (64) and Au is the increment of 6. 

[ANpci(CA),i+ANpnl 

where CA is defined in equation (lo), Npci, Npn, Mpci and Mpni are defined by equation (32) to (35). 
We can write 

Aq,=BAd ('414) 

B is a 4 x 12 matrix. By noting the sequence of d in equation (57) and recalling AGi = A2ui - A lui, B 
has the following entries: 

where 

a2H a2H 

a2H a2 H 

an: aa, an, NPC2 +- 

B18= i a2H Npc1+3$pc2+= 
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NpcZ +7 Npc3 
a Z H  8% I aZH 

B,,= ~ aii, aa, NPCl +a { a2H 

{ (as aZH a z s a H >  ( as a2H aH a z s  >Npcz +-- Npcl- ~~ +:z----- aa, aa3aa1 aa: aa, aa, aa, aa, au, au, aa, B - - - -  
37 - 

+ as a H )  N pc3}  ( 

( ~ a t 2 ~  ~2 aa, a H )  ..,} 

H a a ,  H Z  aa ,  

+ N 
as 

azs 

a z s  azs 
B48={ --N aa: pcl +- aii,aa2 Npc2} 

B49 = (0) 

and others are zero. 
So, we have 

F'C(FAa+ Aqq + BAd) d 8 ,  

Let 

j: F'CAq,d8, =AR, 

then 

J: F'AWdg, =A,,Aa+ARo+Ao,cAd 
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Substituting equations (A3) to (A20) into equation (Al), one obtains 

= 1 {SAU'C- A,, * A s -  AR, + A,,+. Ad - R,] 
elem 

+6Adt[Abd;dU+Add.L\d+Rd+ARd]}=O (A2 1) 
Since the parameters ( 6 6 ~ ' )  in equation (A21) are independent and arbitrary in each element, one 
obtains from (A21) 

(A221 A 0  =A:: (A,.  Ad - R, - AR,) 

and 

1 SAd'[K* Ad - A Q  + R] = 0 (A23) 
elem 

where K is the element tangent stiffness matrix and 

K =  A,' . A,, + Add (A241 

AQ=A',d,*A,-,'*AR,-L\Rd (A251 
R = - A '  . A -  dd e b l ' R a + R d  

When there is no non-conservative distributed loading, the element stiffness matrix should be 
symmetric. In that case one has 

Add=A:d, A;: =A,-,' 

We have 

We now turn to the plastic analysis. By equations (72) and (73), the incremental form of equation 
(78) is 

The modification to equation (A21) can be written as 
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where 
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By letting 

we have 

A&' = [Au' AA] 

c 

fi, = 

R= K - A ; , , A , ' A ~ ~ C ~ A , ~  

R = - AkdoA,' (fi, - A12C'Rb) + Rd 

A Q =  Akd,A,'(Afia-A12C'AR,)-ARd 

Thus, even in the presence of plasticity, the stiffness matrix is derived explicitly. 
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